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NEW PHOENIX CENTER STUDY FINDS FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION’S
PROPOSAL FOR A CENTRALIZED NATIONAL APPROACH TO 4.9 GHz BAND TO HAVE
ECONOMIC SUPPORT
If the Commission designates the FirstNet Authority as the national spectrum coordinator,
adding the 4.9 GHz block to the FirstNet Authority would release about $34 billion in Gross
Domestic Product and create about 160,000 jobs
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Last fall, the Federal Communications Commission issued an Order on
Reconsideration and Eighth Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to establish a clear set of rules for
public safety spectrum located in the 4.9 GHz band. Among other reforms, the Notice proposes to
centralize non-public safety use of the band, which is feasible under pre-emption by first responders,
by a national spectrum coordinator. This nationwide management framework replaces the
decentralized approach and the state-level management adopted by the Commission in 2020 (which
offered no apparent improvement over its prior decentralized approach).
In a new economic analysis released today entitled Policy Failures for Public Safety: New Rules for
the 4.9 GHz Band, the Phoenix Center’s economic team shows that the Commission’s proposed
centralized national approach has economic support, since the decentralized approach acts as a tax
on spectrum use. Also, the Phoenix Center’s economists estimate, albeit crudely, that if the
Commission designates the FirstNet Authority as the national spectrum coordinator, adding the
4.9 GHz block to the FirstNet Authority would release about $34 billion in Gross Domestic Product
and create about 160,000 jobs.
“Given the unquestioned success of spectrum managed by the FirstNet Authority for the
creation of a first-responder network, it is surprising that the 4.9 GHz block has not been
incorporated into the FirstNet Authority network,” says study co-author Phoenix Center Chief
Economist Dr. George S. Ford. “The FCC seems poised to remedy that inefficiency by establishing
clear and centralized property rights in the 50 MHz block for public safety users. It seems likely that
this national framework will bear fruit.”
A full copy of PHOENIX CENTER POLICY BULLETIN NO. 55, Policy Failures for Public Safety: New
Rules for the 4.9 GHz Band, may be downloaded free from the Phoenix Center’s web page at:
https://www.phoenix-center.org/PolicyBulletin/PCPB55Final.pdf.
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The Phoenix Center is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that studies broad public-policy issues related
to governance, social and economic conditions, with a particular emphasis on the law and economics of the
digital age.

